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Issue
When all passes are deleted but the skier is still showing a
score of zero for the round
Try to improve the boat selection. It does not always work
smoothly. Either the double click or hitting enter seems a bit
finicky
Add a refresh option for the boat list so the window does not
have to be closed to refresh the boat list.
Try to improve the boat selection. It does not always work
smoothly. Either the double click or hitting enter seems a bit
finicky
Add a refresh option for the boat list so the window does not
have to be closed to refresh the boat list.
Try to improve the boat selection. It does not always work
smoothly. Either the double click or hitting enter seems a bit
finicky
Add a refresh option for the boat list so the window does not
have to be closed to refresh the boat list.
So far I have been leaving previous year boats in the available
selection. I have started adding model year to the information
to help with the selection process. I might need to improve
the sorting on this to make selection easier.
Add boats for 2018
Show handicap results next to regular score

Notes
The round score for the skier should be deleted when all
passes are deleted
Added a select button to make boat selection operation
smoother. Eliminate the use of the ENTER key which didn't
work very smoothly.
Add a refresh button for the boat selection list that will retrieve
the current boat list in case it has been modified.
Added a select button to make boat selection operation
smoother. Eliminate the use of the ENTER key which didn't
work very smoothly.
Add a refresh button for the boat selection list that will retrieve
the current boat list in case it has been modified.
Added a select button to make boat selection operation
smoother. Eliminate the use of the ENTER key which didn't
work very smoothly.
Add a refresh button for the boat selection list that will retrieve
the current boat list in case it has been modified.
Added entries to bottom of list, 1 for each manufacturer.
Entries and generic for any boat prior to 2014

Added 2018 boats. There were no changed entries
Added box to show the skiers score using the available
handicap for the skier.
Add filters to the AWSA Special Team Summary. I want to be Done. Must run report first and then filters are allowed and
able to show results filtered by event and skier category
these filtered results can also be printed
Program is crashing with an exception when the score is being Found the issue that was causing the exception when the
saved.
score was being calculated
Skier showing as being active after all passes have been
Cleaned up save processing to recognizing when all passes
deleted.
have been deleted.
Issues encountered importing the collegiate registration
Enhanced processing to properly handle creating an addition
template. When a skier is on both the A and B team the
registration entry when skier is on both the A and B team
import is not handling this situation.
For a collegiate tournament exporting non team skiers is not
There was an issue with the filtering when selecting the data to
working, no entries exported
be exported. This has been corrected.
For a collegiate tournament exporting non team skiers is not
There was an issue with the filtering when selecting the data to
working, no entries exported
be exported. This has been corrected.
There was an issue with the filtering when selecting the data to
For a collegiate tournament exporting non team skiers is not
working, no entries exported
be exported. This has been corrected.

